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Local History of Concrete 
Streets

Concrete pavements constructed in the 1920’s 
into the early 1940’s in CA
– Also included concrete sidewalks and curbs

Streets of older design
– Wide lanes with variable widths
– Irregular jointing
– Concrete often placed on grade

Almost no maintenance done in the 80 or more 
years of service



Many Remain in Good Condition





Some Not So Much



Some Tell An Interesting Story



So What Are The Fundamentals 
That Result in Longevity

Thoughtful design
– Thickness
– Jointing

Wise use of materials
– Concrete

Construction
– Consistent quality



Concrete Pavement Design

Context sensitive
Use modern design 
methodology
Consider the life cycle
Challenge yourself and your 
organization to approach 
design differently “Your proposal is innovative. Unfortunately, 

we won’t be able to use it because we’ve 
never tried something like that before.”



New Concrete Pavements

Pavement design methodology
– AASHTO 1993 – limited for low traffic applications
– ACPA SteetPave 2.0
– AASHTOWare Pavement ME Design

• Caltrans catalog approach (Section 620)
Typical features of “conventional” urban jointed 
plain concrete pavement (JPCP)
– 5.0 to 8.0 inch slab thickness
– 10 to 15 ft joint spacing
– Aggregate base



Concrete Pavement – A Creature of 
Features

Slab thickness is the easiest thing to determine
The most important design element is jointing
– Spacing
– Odd shaped panels
– Load transfer

Isolating fixtures
Base/subgrade support



New Pavement – Poor Jointing



Joint Layout - Intersection

ACPA Intersection Joint Layout (IS006.02P)



Isolation of Fixtures

ACPA Concrete Intersections – A Guide for Design and Construction  (TB019P)



Concrete Options for New 
Construction

Consider shorter joint spacing (~ 5.5 ft)
– Full slab replacement for utility repairs
– Joints are left unsealed
– Care is required to ensure good, uniform support

Concrete pavers are a very good option for 
urban environments
Roller-compacted concrete (RCC) pavements 
are being considered in many locales



Interlocking Concrete Pavers



Roller-Compacted Concrete Pavement

High-Density Paver

Conventional Roller



Pervious Pavements

Pervious concrete is an excellent option for 
low traffic areas
Precast permeable concrete pavers are also 
a good option
For drainable pavements, a commitment 
must exist to maintaining the surface
– Vacuum-based cleaning equipment is highly 

recommended



Pervious Concrete

Pervious concrete parking lot
(photo courtesy of Tom Van Dam, Nichols Consulting Engineers)



Permeable Concrete Pavers



Designer’s Responsibilities

Clear and concise plans and specifications
– Legally binding
– Must convey the owner’s intent
– Avoid conflicts with means and methods

Jointing plan
– Identify joint type and load transfer
– Not left up to the contractor

Participate in pre-construction and pre-paving 
meeting



9 - 15%
Cement +
SCM

15 - 16%
Water

30 - 45%
Coarse aggregate

Paste
(cement + water)

Mortar
(paste + fine aggregate)

Concrete
(mortar + coarse aggregate)

25 - 35%
Fine aggregate

Concrete Making Materials



Concrete Materials

Use durable, well-graded aggregate
Reduce the cementitious materials content
– Improved economy and reduced carbon footprint
– Improved durability

Use high quality supplementary cementitious 
materials (SCMs) 
– Class F fly ash, slag cement, natural pozzolans
– Portland-limestone cement an option

Mixture design and proportions matched to 
placement method



The Need for Speed
Fast-setting materials
– 4 to 6 hour opening (portland cement 

and CSA)
– 24-hour opening
– Use maturity method for time to 

opening and report to community
Precast panels
Eliminate certain construction stages
– e.g. May be able to eliminate 

aggregate base by using extra concrete
Welcome contractor innovations
– They know their equipment and 

abilities



Responsibilities Regarding 
Materials

Designer
– Must clearly specify what you want and 

how it will be assessed – No ambiguity
Supplier
– One-size does not fit all – read the 

specifications and understand what is 
being requested

– Use “best practices” to produce high-
quality concrete

– Consistency is paramount

FHWA 2012

FHWA 2012



Construction

Pre-construction and pre-paving meetings 
are required
– ACPA has a pre-paving guide (EB237P) and 

paving guide (EB238P) and FHWA has a great 
field reference (FHWA-HIF-13-059)

– These meetings are absolutely essential for all 
parties (owner, designer, inspectors, QA, 
contractor, materials suppliers, etc.) to 
understand how things are to be done

FHWA 2012



Important Elements of 
Construction

Grade
Load transfer installation
Transporting concrete
Placement techniques
Finishing
Curing
Jointing

FHWA 2012

FHWA 2012



Some Specifics to Think About

Addition of water beyond what is allowed by 
ASTM C94 NOT PERMITTED
Avoid segregation during placement
Do not over-finish the surface
Prevent shrinkage cracking
Cure
Sawcut joints at the proper time
Trust but verify (Contractor QC/Owner QA)

FHWA 2012



Achieving “Long Life”
Concepts are simple
– Good design
– Materials that achieve 

durability
– Careful construction
– Timely maintenance

Execution is where we suffer 
difficulty



Concrete Opportunities: 
Complete Street Concepts

Traffic calming
– Road diet by narrowing wide streets – e.g. two 10 

foot travel lanes and two 7 foot parking lanes
– Strategically place bulb outs to slow traffic, provide 

rain gardens, and support ADA compliant 
pedestrian crossing

– Speed tables a possibility
Integrate planters
Aesthetics/urban heat island



Concrete on Urban Street
Traffic calming 
elements
– Road narrowing 
– Bulb outs
– Speed tables

Pedestrian safety 
elements
– ADA compliance
– Mid‐block raise 

crosswalks (colored 
concrete)



Colored Concrete Crosswalk



Pervious Parking and Rain Gardens



Summary

There is a long history of successful use of 
concrete pavements in urban areas in 
California
Elements of design, materials, and 
construction all must be properly executed
New pavement options exists to enhance the 
livability of communities using concrete
The pre-construction and pre-paving 
meetings are essential
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